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shapes on the wall, i see a sea serpent,
head reared above rectangular waves,
canvas reds, grays on blacks and whites.

shape of the serpent, i remember an old game,
dark teal puzzle of five 3D blocks. each block
a different shape: one is ☐, another is ☐,
one like a twisted Z. goal: build the shapes
to match a 2D picture on a playing card.
one of the first six cards is a sea dragon.

shape of an afternoon, forming—
for son’s nine months, two of the pieces
are too small. he would eat them.
i will teach the game to his big sister.
he will watch, drum on his high chair tray.
we will give him the largest block to gnaw.

shape of my soul inside my skin—
a canvas of light forms:
daughter, son, father, here, then.